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NOTES ON SQUARE-INTEGRABLE COHOMOLOGY SPACES

ON CERTAIN FOLIATED MANIFOLDS

BY

SHINSUKE YOROZU

Abstract. We discuss some square-integrable cohomology spaces on a

foliated manifold with one-dimensional foliation whose leaves are compact

and with a complete bundle-like metric. Applications to a contact manifold

are given.

1. Introduction. On a compact foliated manifold with a bundle-like metric,

B. L. Reinhart [9] proved that the cohomology of base-like differential forms

is isomorphic to the harmonic space of a certain semidefinite Laplacian. In

his paper [4], H. Kitahara discussed the square-integrable basic cohomology

spaces on a foliated manifold with a complete bundle-like metric.

In this note, we discuss some square-integrable cohomology spaces on a

foliated manifold with one-dimensional foliation whose leaves are compact

and with a complete bundle-like metric. Moreover, we give applications to a

contact manifold.

The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor H. Kitahara for

several useful suggestions.

2. Preliminaries. We assume that all objects and maps are of class C°°. Let

M be a connected, orientable, (n + l)-dimensional Riemannian foliated

manifold with one-dimensional foliation 9 whose leaves are compact. We

assume that the Riemannian metric ( , ) on M is a bundle-like metric with

respect to <5 (cf. [8]).

Let {U; (x,yx, . . . ,y")} denote a flat coordinate neighborhood system

with respect to *$, that is, the integral manifolds of ®s are given locally by

v1 = cx, . . . ,y" = c", for some constants c\ . . ., c" (cf. [8]). We may

choose, in each flat coordinate neighborhood system {U; (x,yx, . . . ,y")},

1-form Tj and vectors vx, . . . , v„ such that {t/, dyx, . . . , dy"} and

{3/9x, t>,, . .. , vn) are dual bases for the cotangent and tangent spaces

respectively at each point in U. Hence
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t/ = dx + 2 A¡dy ',

v, = 3/3/ - 43/3*,       i = 1,2, . . . , n (1)

(cf. [8], [12]). Throughout this note, all local expressions for forms and vectors

are taken with respect to these bases.

We may choose, in (1), A¡ = A¡(x,y) such that (3/3x, v¡) = 0, i' =

1,2, ...,«, where v = (/, . . . ,y"). Then the metric has the local expression

ds2 = g^(x, v)t? • r, + 2 gy{y) dy' ■ dy\ (2)

where gA¿(x,y) = (3/3x, 3/3x) and gy(y) = (v¡, vj), since the metric (, ) is a

bundle-like metric with respect to <% (cf. [8], [12]).

Definition (cf. [8], [12]). A form <p on M is called of type (1, s) (resp. (0, s))

if it is expressed locally as

<^ = 7^^2</>A,1...,;(*,J'hA4'', A- • • Ady¡-

(resp.<i> = (1/01*02 <*>,, ...,-(x,y)dyi' A ■ ■ ■ A^'")-

Let /\X-S(M) (resp. A0"^)) be the space of all forms on M of type (1, s)

(resp. (0, s)). The space /\S(M) of all j-forms on M is the direct sum of

A'^'WandA^A/)-
The operator d of exterior differentiation is decomposed as d = d' + d" +

d'" where the components are of type (1, 0), (0, 1) and (— 1, 2) respectively

(cf. [9], [12]). Since the foliation 9 is of one dimension, we notice the

following: (i) If <f> e f\u(M), then d<¡> = d"4> + d'"$, where d"<¡> E

A''i+1(M) and d'"<$> Ê A°'J+2(^)- (") H * G A0,í(^), then d<¡> = </> +

¿"</>, where ¿/'^ E A^W and í/"<^ £ /\0,s+\M).

Among examples we show the following one for reference below:

Example. Let Ä3 be a Euclidean space with cartesian coordinates

(x,yx,y2). We put tj = dx + (— y2)dyx, then (tj, dyx, dy2} is a base for the

cotangent space at each point in R3. Let £ be a dual of tj. Then Ä3 is

considered a foliated manifold whose leaves are orbits of vector field £. We

define a metric ds2 on R3 by

ds2 = í/x-í/x + 2(-v2)í/x-^' +(l -fCv2)2)^1-^1 + ^2-^2

(cf. [10]). Then we have ds2 = -q ■ -q + dyx • dyx + dy2- dy2. Thus the metric

ds2 is a complete bundle-like metric with respect to the foliation.

Let <pm : R3 —» jR 3 be a map defined by

**(*,/,/) = (x + m, (-l)V, (-l)V),

where m is an integer. Define an equivalence relation in R3 by (x,yx,y2) —

(x,yx,y2) if there exists an integer m such that <pm(x, v', v2) = (x,/,/). It is

trivial that 17 and <fc2 are invariant by <pm for any m. Thus the induced tj on

M = R3/~ define a foliation on AÍ whose leaves are of one dimension and
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compact, and the induced ds2 on M is a complete bundle-like metric with

respect to the foliation. We notice that the foliation is not regular (cf. [8]).

3. Spaces AX'(M) and A°*(A/). Hereafter, we are interested in forms such

that

*--¿j-S*Ai1...4(^hA<*'',A- • ■ Aay- (I)

and

* = oÍ7í2*»,■■■¿y}4yt,A-- a**. (n)

Let àu(M) (resp. Aai(A/)) be the subspace of AU\M) (resp. A^W))

satisfying (I) (resp. (II)) and A^(M) (resp. A%S(M)) the subspace of AM(M)

(resp. A0,S(M)) composed of forms with compact supports.

Proposition 3.1 (cf. [9]). For <j> E A°'*(AO, d'<¡> = 0 if and only if <f> E

A°'S(M).

A form in A0,i(A/) is called a basic or base-like form (cf. [4], [9]).

Restricted to A°*(M) = 2 A0í(A/), i/"2 = d2 = 0 so we may consider the

cohomology of A°'*(Af) and d" (cf. [9], [12]). Next, if we have an assumption

that

A, = A,(y),       i = 1,2,...,«, (Ill)

in (1), then we have d"2 = d2 = 0 on A'-*(A/) = 2 AM(A/) (cf. [12]). The

example in §2 satisfies our assumption (III). Hereafter, we consider the spaces

AX,S(M) and A'*(A/) under the assumption (III). Thus we may consider the

cohomology of AX'(M) and d".

4. Square-integrable basic cohomology spaces H2S(M). This and the next

sections are due to H. Kitahara [4], that is, they are the special cases of

Kitahara's results. The methods are analogous to those of A. Andreotti and

E. Vesentini [1] and K. Okamoto and H. Ozeki [7].

The ""'-operation in A0,S(M) is defined by

*      (n-s)\s\ Zg g   %-M,-K-.

xVdet(«!/) t>il-t,dyk'A- ■ ■ Ady*"-

where (g'J) denotes the inverse matrix of (g¡j) and Sj '.',. "Jk¡... * the

Kronecker symbol (cf. [2], [4], [9], [12]). According to B. L. Reinhart [9], we

define a pre-Hilbert metric < , ), on A%*(M) by

<<#»,^>, = [  àAM*>
JM
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The differential operator d" maps A0>i(A/) into A°-*+x(M). We define 8":

A°'í(A/)^A°'í-1(A/)by

$"<¡, = (_i)'" + ',+ 1 *"d" *"<f>.

Let L2'S(M) be the completion of A%S(M) with respect to the inner product

< , >,. We denote by 30 the restriction of d" to A%*(M) and by 9Q the

restriction of 8" to A%*(M). We define 3 = (9^* and 0 = (3)*, where ( )*

denotes the adjoint operator of ( ) with respect to the inner product < , >,.

Then 3 (resp. 9) is a closed, densely defined operator of ^^(M) into

L^+X(M) (resp. ¿^"'(A/)). Let D§* (resp. Dp) be the domain of the

operator 3 (resp. 9) in L2,S(M) and we put

Z^(A/) = {«i,EJDp;3^ = 0},

Z^(M) = {*6^;«> = 0}.

Since 3 and 9 are closed operators, Zp(M) and Zg's(M) are closed in

Ll's(M). Let Bf°(M) (resp. Bp(M)) be the closure of SCD^-1) (resp.

W+1))-
Definition (cf. [4]). Hp(M) = Z$>S(M) © ÄJp(Af) is called the square-in-

tegrable basic cohomology space, where © denotes the orthogonal comple-

ment of Bfs(M).

Lemma 4.1 (cf. [4]). Hp(M) = Z-^(M) n Zp(M).

Since Zp(M) and Zp(M) are closed in L^(M), Hp(M) has canonically

the structure of a Hubert space.

The following orthogonal decomposition theorem is proved analogously to

L. Hörmander [3]. In fact, we have to notice that B^(M) and Bfs(M) are

mutually orthogonal and that the intersection of the orthogonal complements

of Bf(M) and B^(M) is Hp(M).

Theorem 4.2 (cf. [4]).

L^(M) = Hp(M) © B$*(M) © Bf(M).

The following diagram is commutative:

Ù^(M)-—-> A%n~s(M)

A^~X(M)->A0-"-i+,(A/)

(-1)'*"

Then we have the Dolbeault-Serre type theorem.

Theorem 4.3 (cf. [4]). If the bundle-like metric on M is complete, ^^(M)

= H2'"~S(M) (isomorphic as Hubert spaces).
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Corollary 4.4 (cf. [4]). If the bundle-like metric on M is complete and

dim Hp(M) is finite, then dim Hp(M) = dim Hp-\M).

5. ¿-harmonic forms. In this section, we assume that the bundle-like metric

on M is complete.

We consider a function ju on R (the reals) satisfying

(i) 0 < p. < 1 on R,

(ii)ju(O = lforr < 1,

(iii) n(t) = 0 for / > 2.

It is known that a geodesic orthogonal to a leaf is orthogonal to other leaves

(cf. [8]). Let o be a point in M, and we fix the point o. For each point/? in M,

we denote by o(p) the distance between leaves through o and p. Then we put

wk(P) = p(ß(P)/k)> k=l,2,3,... . We remark that d'wk = 0 and wk<j> has

compact support for each <f> E A°-S(M). We have that wk<j> E Dp n Dp for

any <í> E A°^(A/) and

3K<í>) = d"(wk<t>),       9(wk<¡>) = ë"(wk4>). (3)

Lemma 5.1 (cf. [4]). Under the above notations, there exists a positive number

A, depending only on ¡i, such that

\\d"wkA<t>\\2<(nA2/k2)\\4,\\2

and

\d"wk A *"<i>||2 < (nA2/k2)\m2

for all <p E A0j¡(M), where \\$\\2 = <</>, <*>>,.

In order to prove this lemma, we have to notice that the function p is a

locally Lipschitz function and, at points where the derivatives exist, it holds

2 g'Jv¡(p)Vj(p) < n. Then we have

\d"wk\2 = 2 g^KHK) < "A2/k2,

where A is a positive number depending only on sup\dfi/dt\.

Put

Np(M) ={</>£ A°-S(M); d"<t> = 0},

Np(M) = {<f> E A°-*(A/); 8"$ = 0}.

Then we have

Proposition 5.2 (cf. [4]). If the bundle-like metric on M is complete, then

Np(M) n L?(M) c Zp(M),

Np(M) n L^(M) c Zp(M).
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Proof. Let <j> be in Np(M) n Lp(M). By (3), we have

d(wk<j>) = d"(wk<¡>) = d"wkA<> + wkd"<l> = d"wk A<í>-

Hence, from Lemma 5.1, we have POv^)!!2 < (nA2/k2)\\<S>\\2. Putting 4>k =

wk<l>, we have

3^   ->   0       (*-»»),
(strong)

where "-»(strong)" means "converges strongly to". On the other hand, <f>k

~*(strong) <#>(&-» oo). Since 3 is a closed operator, </> is in Dp and 3<i> = 0. This

proves <¡> E Zp(M). In the same way, we may prove the second part.

Definition (cf. [4]). The Laplacian n acting on A°*(M) is defined by

□ = d"8" + 8"d".

Let B(k) be an open tube of radius k of the leaf through the fixed point o

in M and AB^k)(M) the space of all forms of type (0, s) with compact support

contained in B(k). For <f>, \p E A°/W(M), we put <</>, ^>B(t) = <<i>, ¡¡//x. For any

<i> E L^(A/) n A°-J(A/), we have

(d"4>, d"a)B(k) + (§"*, 8"a)B(k) = <Di», a)BW (4)

for all a E A°/(k)(M). Putting a = w2<i>, we have

d"a = m^í/"^ + 2V"W* A <t>,

8"a = w25"<f> + (-ir+" + 1 *"(2wkd"wk A *"<*>)•

Substituting in (4), we have

\\™kd"4>fBW+\\wk8"4B(k)

< |<D*. "&>,(Jt)| + \<d"*, 2wkd"wk A 4>>BW\

+ \(8"<¡>, *"(2wkd"wk A *"t>))BW\- (5)

On the other hand, the Schwarz inequality gives the following

\{d"<b, 2wkd"wk A *V,| < HlKrf"*C> + 4F'X A *||iw),

\(8"<t>, *"(2wkd"wk A *"+))BW\< î(M"*Êw + 4K** A •**||2,w)

and

|<à/>, "&>,(k)| < 3(^llw**lli(*) + 0llôHI2*«)

for every a > 0.

Substituting in (5),

K'"*&ft) + W"*|Í(*> < «lia*«**) + (i + ̂ )ll

Letting & -> oo, we have

||rf>||2+||5>||2<a||à<i.||2 + l|H|2

!*<*)•
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for every a > 0. In particular, setting n<í> = 0 and letting a —» oo, we have

Lemma 5.3 (cf. [4]). Let the bundle-like metric on M be complete. If

<t> E Lp(M) n A°-S(M) such that Ô/> = 0, then d"<b = 0 and 8"<j> = 0, i.e.

<f> E Np(M) n Np(M).

From Proposition 5.2 and Lemma 5.3, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 5.4 (cf. [4]). Let the bundle-like metric on M be complete. If

</> E L$*(M) n A°-S(M) such that ôt> = 0, then </> E Hp(M).

6. Square-integrable cohomology spaces Hp(M) and Hl's(M). In this

section, we set situations under the assumptions

A^A^y)    and   gj,x,y) = 1 (IV)

in (1) and (2). The manifold given in the example in §2 satisfies (IV).

We notice that the volume element of M is

■WT)dVM = yd<*\çj    g)vAdylA---Adyn

=í¡det(gy) vAdy1 A- ■ ■ Ady"       (from (IV))

= Vdet(^) dxAdyx A- ■ ■ Ady"       (from(l)).

The *-operation on A1,J(Af) or A0,S(M) is defined as follows. For <p E

AU(M) and ^ E A0j!(M),

r-n(1_1)î
*<t> =-—-S *AVVl • • • giJ'
9      (1 - l)!(n - s)\\\s\ ^S   S g

(« - í)!í! Zd8 *    ■"• •■**■•■•*!—

X^det^) ^..../'A' • • A**-,

/i\(l-0)i

*d, =-i—-2-y „¡¿i. . . »U5.1 ■■■"
W     (1 -0)!(n- s)!01i! Zig *    »f-i*. •■*.-.

x v/detf^    °.) ^...^A^'A-- • A**"

(h - j)!j! "^ *    ■" ••■**'■ •*"-

x^detígy) ^,...41» A**'A- • • A**""'
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(cf. [2], [12]). The operator * maps àu(M) (resp. A°-S(M)) into A°-"_i(M)

(resp. AX'"-S(M)), since (IV) holds.

We define a pre-Hilbert metric on A^(M) (or Ap(M)) by <<J>, ^} = fM^>

A V The differential operator ¿" maps AU(A/) (resp. A°-S(M)) into

AM+1(A/) (resp. A°-S+X(M)). We define 5": A'^A/) -+ A^'^M) (or A^Af)

-*A^_,(M))by

8"<¡> = f—iy"+i)(*+»)♦(■+o+ » * d" * <¡>

= (-\)ns+s+x*d" *<f,

8"4> = (-l)<n + 1>J + (n + l)+I * d" *y¡>

= (_1)« + î + " * d" * xP

for <f> E AU(A/) and ^ E A^Af). Then we have <</"<J>, tfV> = <</>, Ô"V> for

<j> E ¿¿'(AT) (resp. A°-S(M)) and ^ £ A¿'Í+1(A/) (resp. A°-S+X(M)).

Let L^(A/) (resp. Lp(M)) be the completion of A¡f(M) (resp. Ag^A/))

with respect to the inner product < , >. We denote by 30 the restriction of d"

to Au'^A/) (or A%S(M)) and by 90 the restriction of 8" to A^M) (or Aj*(A/)).

Define 3 = (90)* and 9 = (3)* where ( )* denotes the adjoint operator of ( )

with respect to the inner product < , >. Then 3 is a closed, densely defined

operator of L2X<S(M) (resp. Lp(M)) into L^+X(M) (resp. Lp+X(M)), and 9 is

a closed, densely defined operator of L]f(M) (resp. L°-S(M)) into L\f~\M)

(resp. Lp'x(M)).

The following objects are defined by the same ways as in §4:

Dp, Dp, Dp, Dp,

Zp(M),     Zp(M),     Zp(M),     Zp(M),

BX/(M),     Bp(M),     Bp(M),     Bp(M).

Then

Definition. Hp(M) = Zp(M) © BX/(M) and Hp(M) = Zp(M) ©

B¡-°(M).

By the same ways as in §4, we have

Lemma 6.1. Under the assumption (IV),

Hp(M) = Zp(M)nZp(M)

and

Hp(M) = Zp(M)nZp(M).

Theorem 6.2. Under the assumption (IV),

LX2S(M) = Hp(M) © BX/(M) © Bp(M)

and

Lp(M) = Hp(M) © ^(A/) © 5^(A/).
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Theorem 6.3. Under the assumption (IV), if the bundle-like metric on M is

complete, then Hp(M) = H2,n~s(M) (isomorphic as Hilbert spaces).

In order to prove Theorem 6.3, we have to notice that <<£>, vfV> = <*<p, *«//>

for <t>,¡p E Ap(M).

Corollary 6.4. Under the assumption (IV), if the bundle-like metric on M is

complete and dim Hp(M) is finite, then dim Hp(M) = dim Hp-\M).

Now, we have <<£>, \p} = <i) A <i>> V A $} for <j>,ip E Ap(M). Let £ denote

the dual to tj and L the interior product by £ operator. Then we have

i(<f> E A0,S(M) and tj A iç<t> = </> for <f> E A'^A/). The following diagram is

commutative.

A°0s(M) 'i? A¿-(A/)

Aj»-i(j»/) 4'        Ao^-'iA/)
where e(r¡) denotes the exterior product by tj operator. Thus we have

Theorem 6.5. Under the assumption (IV), // the bundle-like metric on M is

complete, then Hp(M) = Hp(M) (isomorphic as Hilbert spaces).

From Theorems 6.3 and 6.5, we have

Theorem 6.6. Under the assumption (IV), if the bundle-like metric on M is

complete, then Hp(M) = Hp~s(M) and Hp(M) = Hp~s(M) (isomorphic

as Hilbert spaces).

Next, from (IV), it is easy to see that <<i>, i//>, = (<j>, \p} for $,$ E Ap(M).

The following diagram is commutative.

A°-*(A/)       -i       A^(M)

hi Tâo sot l»o

t$>-\M) y %r\M)

where / denotes the identity map. Thus we have the following theorem.

Theorem 6.7. Under the assumption (IV), if the bundle-like metric on M is

complete, then Hp(M) = Hp(M) (isomorphic as Hilbert spaces).

7. n-harmonic forms. In this section, we assume that the assumption (IV)

holds and that the bundle-like metric on M is complete. We put

Np(M) = {</> E A'^A/); d"<b = 0},

Np(M) = {<*> E A'^Af); 8"<t> = 0},

Np(M) = {<¡> E A°-°(M); d"<t> = 0},

Np(M) = {<J> E A°-S(M); 8"<t> = 0}.
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Then, by the same ways as in §5, we have

Proposition 7.1. Let the assumption (IV) hold and the bundle-like metric on

M be complete. Then

Np(M ) n Lp(M ) c Zp(M ),       Np(M ) n L?{M ) c Zp(M ),

Np(M ) n Lp(M ) c Zp(M ),       Np(M ) n Lp(M ) c Zp(M ).

Definition. The Laplacian acting on AX-*(M) (or A°'(M)) is defined by

D= d"8" + 8"d".

By the same ways as in §5, we have

Lemma 7.2. Let the assumption (IV) hold and the bundle-like metric on M be

complete. //> E Lp(M) n A1>J(A/) (resp. Lp(M) n A°-S(M)) such that Qi> =

0, then d"<t> = 0 and 8 "</> = 0, i.e. <i> E Np(M) n Np(M) (resp. Np(M) n

Np(M)).

From Proposition 7.1 and Lemma 7.2, we have

Theorem 7.3. Let the assumption (IV) hold and the bundle-like metric on M

be complete. If <i> E Lp(M) n AM(Af) (resp. Lp(M) n A°-S(M)) such that

Ob = 0, then <f> E Hp(M) (resp. Hp(M)).

From Theorems 5.4 and 6.7, we have

Theorem 7.4. Let the assumption (IV) hold and the bundle-like metric on M

be complete. If <¡> E L%S(M) n A0,J(Af) such that àf> = 0, then <i> E Hp(M).

From Theorems 6.7 and 7.3, we have

Theorem 7.5. Let the assumption (IV) hold and the bundle-like metric on M

be complete. If $ E Lp(M) n A°-S(M) such that Utf> = 0, then <f> E Hp(M).

Remark. I. Vaisman [12], [13] already noticed that on a compact orientable

Riemannian foliated manifold M, the space 30"^ (M) of foliated harmonic

forms is a subspace of the de Rham cohomology space Hrs(M).

Remark. For the relations between certain cohomology spaces and the

existence of bundle-like metrics, see H. Kitahara and S. Yorozu [5].

8. Applications to a contact manifold. First, we cite the definition of the

contact manifold. A 1-form tj on a connected (2n + l)-dimensional manifold

is called a contact form if tj A (^ï)" ^ 0 at each point in the manifold (cf.

[10]). A connected (2n + l)-dimensional manifold with a contact form is

called a contact manifold. On a contact manifold with a contact form tj, there

exists a global vector field £ such that tj(£) = 1 and i^drn = 0 (cf. [10]). A

connected paracompact contact manifold with a contact form tj has a

Riemannian metric (, ) such that
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V(X) = (X,0 (6)

for any vector field X (cf. [10]). In fact, let ( , )' be an arbitrary Riemannian

metric, and we define

(X, Y) = (X- r,{X)t, Y - tj(T)0' + tj(A-) • tj(T)

for any vector fields X and Y. Such a metric ( , ) satisfies (6).

Now, let N be a connected (2n + l)-dimensional contact manifold with a

contact form tj and a Riemannian metric ( , ) satisfying (6). We assume that £

is a Killing vector field on N with respect to the metric (, ) and that the orbits

of £ are compact. An example of such a manifold N is the manifold given in

the example in §2.

We define the operators 5, e(r¡), i(, L and A on /\S(N) as follows:

8<b = (-l)s *d*<b,       e-(Tj)<f> = t, A</>,

ii<¡>=(-iy-l*e(V)*<l>,

L<¡> = dt) A <t>,       A<f> = * L * <f>

(cf. [2], [6], [11]).

Definition. A form <f> in /\S(N) is called a C-harmonic form (resp.

C*-harmonic form) if i(<p = 0, d<¡> = 0 and 8<¡> = e(r¡)A<j> (resp. e(r¡)<j> = 0,

d<f> = ièL<b and ó> = 0).

Remark. The notion of C-harmonic forms was introduced by S. Tachibana

[11], and Y. Ogawa [6] gave the definition of C*-harmonic forms. They

discussed it on compact normal contact metric manifolds. A normal contact

metric manifold is a so-called Sasakian manifold (for the definition, see [6],

[10], [11]).
For each point in N, there exists a local coordinate neighborhood system

{U; (x,yx, . . ., v V+1, . . ., v2")} suchthat

t, = dx + 2 (-yn+i) dy'       (i = 1,2, . . . , n)

and the orbits of £ are given locally by

yx = cx, . . . ,y" = c",yn + x = c"+x, . . . ,y2n = c2n

for the same constants cx, . . . , c", cn+x, . . . , c2n (cf. [10]). {tj, dyx, . . . , dy",

dyn + x, . . . , dy2"} and {3/3x, u„ . . . , vn, v„+x, . . ., v2n} are dual bases for

the cotangent and tangent spaces respectively at each point in U, where

v, = 3/3/ + (vn+')3/3x   and   vn+i = 3/3v"+'.

We may consider N as a foliated manifold whose leaves are orbits of £.

From (6), we have

(vr £) = tj(ü,.) = 0,

(«w £) = v(v„+i) = o.
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Then, since £ is a Killing vector field on N, the metric ( , ) on N is a

bundle-like metric with respect to the foliation, that is, the local expression of

the metric ( , ) in U is

ds2 = r,-j, + '2gABdyA-dyB

where A, B = 1, 2, . . ., 2n. Thus the contact manifold N is a Riemannian

foliated manifold with one-dimensional foliation ÍF whose leaves are compact

and the Riemannian metric ( , ) on N is a bundle-like metric with respect to

5r. Moreover, the assumption (IV) in §6 is satisfied. Therefore, we may apply

the discussions of above sections to the contact manifold N.

In order to obtain the applications to N, we have to prepare the decomposi-

tion of the operator 8. We have the decomposition of the operator d:

d= d' + d" + d'"

(cf. §2). Then, according to I. Vaisman [12], we define the operators 8', 8"

and 8'" as follows:

8'<t> = (-l)r+s * d'*<t>,

8"<¡> = (-l)r+s*d" *<¡>,

8"'<b = (-\)r+s* d'"*<b,

where <p £ A'"*(^X r = 0 or 1. Then we have the decomposition of the

operator 8:

8 = 8' + 8" + 8'".

We notice the following: (i) If </> £ A''f(^). then ó\f> = 8'<t> + 8"<t>, where

«'</> E A0,i(^) and 8"$ E AU~\N). (ii) If </> E A0,i(#), then 84, = ô"<i> +
8"'<j>, where 8"$ E A0"*"'^) andó""<í> E AU"2W

We have easily the following lemma.

Lemma 8.1. For <j> E AM(A/) and ^ e. A^N),

d'"<¡> = /£L^,      5"'^ = e(Tj)A^.

From Theorem 7.4 and Lemma 8.1, we have

Theorem 8.2. Let the metric ( , ) on N be complete. If <f> Ê Lp(N) n

A0,S(N) such that öi> = 0, then $ is a C-harmonic form.

From Theorem 7.3 and Lemma 8.1, we have

Theorem 8.3. Let the metric ( , ) on N be complete. If <t> E L2-S(N) n

AX,S(N) such that rji> = 0, then <f> is a C*-harmonic form.
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